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Debt, Deflation, and Debacle: Of Private Debt Write-Down and Public Recovery

Robert Hockett & Richard Vague*

I. Introduction: Private Debt & Public Debate

Most public discussion of the nation’s continuing financial and macroeconomic troubles focuses rightly on debt. It focuses wrongly, however, on public debt. The true source of the nation’s ills is private debt overhang among millions of American households.¹ Private debt is the provenance of both (a) the asset price bubble and bust in whose aftermath we still struggle, and (b) the fact that we’re still struggling. Public sector debt growth since 2009 is merely a symptom – the product of thus far failed treatment – of this fundamental condition.

The dynamic pursuant to which private debt overhang underwrites ongoing slump, though still underappreciated, is not unfamiliar. A surplus of credit available to consumers and home-buyers from the mid-1990s onward at first facilitated real growth in home-ownership, consumer spending, and associated asset prices. By the late 1990s, however, cheap credit had begun fueling “artificial” growth too, as some buyers began buying homes and associated assets with a view less to consuming or investing than to reselling. Thereupon prices rose less in response to “fundamentals” than to unsustainable price rises themselves, per the familiar self-referential “feedback” dynamic characteristic of all asset price bubbles and busts. Then when the bubble inevitably burst, prices shot downward while debt loads did not. Millions were left deep “underwater,” where they slosh to this day and don’t spend.

What then to do? Relative to the state of the public discussion, the answer is surprisingly obvious. Private debt must be restructured and largely forgiven, on a scale commensurate with those asset price plunges that were the crash. This is, virtually by definition, the only sustainable way to eliminate our now crippling private debt overhang and thus end the slump. The only alternatives are intolerable: (a) continuing slump, with all of the waste and continuing tragedy it entails; or (b) further asset price bubbles and busts, of the sort in which all efforts to pare overhang artificially from the asset side of the balance sheet alone – e.g., through non-supplemented monetary policy – ultimately issue.


* Hockett is Professor of Financial and Monetary Law at Cornell University Law School, Consulting Counsel at the International Monetary Fund, Fellow at The Century Foundation, Fellow with the Global Interdependence Center at the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, and recent Resident Consultant at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. Vague is ... We thank our co-authors on other projects, as well as other associates, including Daniel Alpert, Steve Clemons, Daniel Dillon, Nouriel Roubini, Sherle Schweninger ... ; and participants in the Richmond Conference sponsored by the Global Interdependence Center of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia on April 19, 2013, for helpful comment and criticism.
It is in hopes of averting these two intolerable alternatives that we offer this paper. We show both (a) that private debt overhang is the problem, and (b) how, finally, to eliminate this problem. We do so pursuant to the following agenda:

Part II elaborates more fully on the role played by private debt first in fomenting financial crisis, then in protracting the post-crisis slump. It begins by first modeling the dynamic through which that occurs. It then empirically corroborates the presence and operation of this dynamic in the nation’s most devastating bubbles, busts, and ensuing deflations – in particular those associated with the “Great Depression” of the 1930s and the “Great Recession” of the present day.

Part III then documents the magnitude of the post-bubble private debt overhang with which we still struggle. This overhang is by far the most causative – indeed, at this point, the sole salient - cause of our ongoing slump.

Part IV next elaborates a menu of concrete policy actions that can and must be taken to eliminate our private debt overhang and restore healthy growth to the macroeconomy. All of these involve maximal principal write-down on unsustainable private debt loads, at minimal public cost and minimal risk of moral hazard or long-term liquidity shortage. Part V then concludes.

II. Private Debt & Public Debacle

Since the crash of 2008 and ensuing slump, many have been exercised by the role of “debt” both in the run-up and in the sequel with which we still struggle. Surprisingly, however, the focus of this discussion has been on the wrong debt. It’s been on public, rather than private debt. This is what all of the storm and stress in debates between “stimulators” and “austrians” has been about. Is growth best restored by trimming government debt and balancing budgets now, or should we engage in more “Keynesian” stimulus, then balance our budgets later with the benefit or revenue growth wrought by the same? This is the false question with which we are daily confronted.

Obviously public debt can matter in the long term while restored growth matters more in the short term – even for purposes of debt-reduction itself. In that sense, at least, the stimulators have the better of their argument with the austerians. But what both sides ignore in this contest is private debt, which must be trimmed now, in the immediate term, if there is to be any sustainable growth or reduction of public debt in the long term or even the medium term.

This central role played by private debt, both in underwriting our ongoing slump and in fomenting the bubble and bust that have brought us that slump, is the proverbial elephant in the room of which few public figures, it seems, see fit to speak. In this Part we aim, then, first to direct attention to where it belongs. We do so by showing the central role played by private debt in both (a) bringing us where we are now, and (b) trapping us in the place where it’s left us.
We start in Subpart A by briefly elaborating the dynamic that links private debt to bubble, bust, and ensuing depression. We then turn in B to empirically demonstrating this mechanism’s continuing presence and operation.

A. The Links in the Chain: From Debt to Deflation

The nation, the states, our cities and even the globe remain trapped in the debt-deflationary fallout of a financial crisis whose epicenter comprised and comprises a surprisingly limited number of U.S. localities. The crisis itself was the culmination of a credit-fueled asset price bubble focused largely, though not quite exclusively, upon residential real estate. As further documented in Parts III and IV, the latter both was, and remains, disproportionately rooted in “sun belt” and “sand” states. In this as in other respects, the lead-up to the present situation replicated developments that led up to its closest predecessors in terms of sheer magnitude – the bubble, bust, and ensuing debt deflation experienced by the U.S. and wider world during the 1920s-1930s.

The credit and counterpart private debt buildups that occur at the front ends of these episodes can derive from a number of sources, though persistent trade imbalance and associated capital surpluses seem to be common to all cases – surpluses enjoyed by the post-war U.S. during the 1920s, and by some Asian nations beginning with Japan during the 1980s and after. In our most recent episode, the credit flows seem to have stemmed at least partly from surpluses accumulated over the course of the 1990s by beneficiaries of the newly liberalized global economy following the breakup of the old “eastern” bloc of once-socialist nations. Flows of this credit were particularly difficult for developed country monetary authorities like the U.S. Federal Reserve to sterilize, given the openness of their financial markets to the wider world. The theretofore unprecedented “global savings glut,” as

---


3 See sources cited idem. Also Alpert, Hockett, & Roubini, supra note 1; Clemons & Vague, supra note 1; and Alpert, supra note 1. The salient features of both episodes also bear striking resemblances to those associated with the “lost decades” experienced by Japan since the early 1990s. See again sources cited idem.

4 Notably China and the East Asian “tiger” economies, but also others. See again Alpert, Hockett, & Roubini, supra note 1; Hockett, supra note 1; and Alpert, supra note 1.

then Federal Reserve Governor Ben Bernanke christened it in 2005, served as the predicate to a classic recursive collective action problem of the kind on which one of the present authors has written at length elsewhere.

The hallmark of these problems is their capacity to bring about situations in which multiple uncoordinated decisions – even blameless, individually rational such decisions – iteratively aggregate into collectively self-damning outcomes. Arms races, “bums’ rushes,” bank runs and hyperinflations are familiar examples of this common phenomenon – as are, usually in non-recursive form, those game-theoretic perennials known as the “prisoner’s dilemma” and “tragedy of the commons.” So too, we now know, are asset price bubbles and busts.

The problem in the present instance, with whose sequelle again we continue to struggle, unfolded on the one hand pursuant to the classic pattern, while on the other hand on the strength of the credit glut just noted. The dynamic, in brief, is as follows.

First, when credit costs – in the form of low interest charges, high obtainable loan-to-value ratios (LTVs), or both – remain inexpensive over some lengthy interval, and at some point early on in that interval some discrete class of assets like real estate and the financial instruments appurtenant to it begin rising in value at more rapid rates than effective interest or collateral haircut rates, it quickly becomes rational for more individuals than before to begin borrowing and buying the assets in question. Moreover, and more ominously for present purposes, it also becomes rational for at least some individuals – so-called “speculative buyers” – to borrow to buy only to sell, with a view ultimately to profiting on the emerging, then widening spread between low borrowing costs and high, then

---


8 Idem.

9 The standard renditions of the prisoner’s dilemma and tragedy of the commons need not involve feedback effects and accordingly need not be self-worsening. Indeed, collective action-problem-solving conventions can sometimes emerge pursuant to iteration of these situations. What we are calling recursive collective action problems, by contrast, simply self-worsen with iteration, hence involve either indeterminate equilibria or no equilibria at all. See again sources cited supra, notes 5 and 7.


11 See Alpert, Hockett, & Roubini, supra note 1; Hockett, supra note 1; Alpert, supra note 1.
accelerating capital appreciation rates. And these comparatively few speculative buyers, crucially, come increasingly to determine the prices that even conservative buyers must pay – and indeed borrow to pay.\footnote{12}

Once even a relatively small threshold number of speculative market actors begin acting on rational “spread-legging” calculations like these, the ensuing credit-fueled asset appreciation process can become self-accelerating. It can do so, indeed, for as long as the credit that fuels it remains overabundant. More buying then comes to mean more price rises, which means greater spreads between low levering costs and high capital gains, which in turn brings on more expectation of yet further price rises, which issues in further accelerated buying\footnote{14} ... and so on, for as long as (a) the levering remains inexpensive, and (b) there remain further, untapped prospective new entrants to affected markets.\footnote{15}

_Figure 1_ roughly pictures the dynamic.

\footnote{12} Idem. The assets in question might first begin (moderately) rising in value for reasons rooted in “fundamentals” – for example, demographic changes that bring more first-time buyers into housing markets. The problem is that over-abundant credit can then enable even initially moderate price rises rooted in fundamentals to accelerate into much steeper price rises rooted in credit-enabled, self-fulfilling price-rise expectations themselves.

\footnote{13} This point is critical, particularly when questions of blame are on the agenda as below in Part IV. One needed not be a “house-flipper” to get caught up in and thus inadvertently further contribute to the mortgage bubble dynamic, any more than one need be a “bread-flipper” to be drawn into and thereby contribute further to the dynamic of a consumer price hyperinflation. Perfectly sober, even regretful parties can be prompted to buy now rather than later simply by rational recognition of the fact that, so long as the inflation or hyperinflation is underway, prices will be so much higher in future as to render it sensible to buy now rather than later. It also bears noting that not only speculators, but fraudsters as well can disproportionately determine these higher market prices that the great majority of sober and honest purchasers must pay. See Hockett, sources cited supra, notes 2 and 7.


\footnote{14} Note again that the accelerated buying might be done by speculators or fraudsters acting pursuant to profit motives, but also might be done by ordinary “buy and hold” buyers who simply decide to buy sooner rather than later in order to avoid having to pay more at later dates. In this sense the bubble is, again, much like a consumer price hyperinflation, which can be fueled not only by commodities speculators but also by ordinary consumers hoping to preempt higher payment requirements apt to set in at later dates.

\footnote{15} This is of course what accounts for some mortgage originators’ having sought ever more “marginal” borrowers to whom to lend on ever more risky, “sub-prime” terms – and even non-marginal buyers to switch into more marginal, higher risk higher return mortgage arrangements – as the pool of prospective new buyers shrank and the bubble neared its prospective-new-entrant-determined natural limiting perimeter. It also accounts for the uptick in fraudulent credit practices as the limits of pools of new entrants, and thus of the bubble itself, were at long last approached. See Hockett, “A Fixer-Upper for Finance,” supra note 2.
The asset price bubbles of the later 1990s and early 2000s were self-accelerating pursuant to precisely this “feedback loop” pattern. As more investors noticed the profits to be made by purchasing residences, mortgage-backed securities (MBS), or associated instruments on low cost credit and then reselling, more were drawn into or otherwise affected by such transactions. Some surely were prompted by speculative profit-seeking for their own accounts. Others were pressed into participating by clients on whose accounts they were trading. Still others were pressed in effect by the speculators themselves, via the disproportionate impact the latter’s transactions exerted on prices that even ordinary folk had to pay—and, increasingly, to borrow to pay. And as more came to transact on these terms, prices naturally rose higher, at accelerating rates, increasing profit opportunities yet further.

In effect, a spontaneously emergent “Ponzi,” or “pyramid” process developed in the nation’s largest primary and secondary real estate markets over the 1990s and early 2000s—a process that, crucially, requires no actual Ponzi or schemer to commence or persist. The non-necessity of any such Ponzi or schemer in these processes is important. It is precisely the sense in which processes of this sort stem from classic coordination problems—problems that result from, rather than defying, individual rationality, even ethically blameless such rationality. That fact bears crucially on the relevance of “moral hazard” considerations to debt write-down measures of the sort that we advocate below in Part IV.

None of this is to say there was no blame or irrationality during our recent asset price bubbles, or during their predecessors over the 1920s and earlier 1990s; there always is, bubble or no. It is only

---

16 Much anecdotal evidence suggests that many hedge fund managers sought to pull out of or even short real estate during the late stages of the bubble, only to be told by their clients that they would withdraw their funding and invest elsewhere were the managers to do so. See, e.g., Hockett, “A Fixer-Upper for Finance,” supra note 2; and Geanakoplos, “Promises, Promises,” supra note 13.

17 See sources cited supra, note 13.

18 This is a core message of Hockett, “A Fixer-Upper for Finance,” supra note 2, in which the term “spontaneously emergent Ponzi process” is introduced. See also other sources cited supra, notes 2, 5, and 7. Blame there might have been, but it is altogether unnecessary to explain what happened over the course of our most recent bubble and bust. The idea of a “naturally occurring Ponzi process” figures prominently Shiller, *Irrational Exuberance* (2000), which introduces it.

19 See again sources cited supra, notes 2, 5, and 7.
to say that these would have been inessential, and in that sense didn’t lie at the core of these crises. All that is needed is underpriced credit, which tends to remain underpriced for as long as capital surpluses continue to grow – as they did in the lead-ups to our worst recent crises. Hence there is no need to point fingers at anyone – home buyer, lender, secondary market investor, or even exporter – in explaining what happens. There is only a need to clear up the wreckage that these individuals are no better positioned collectively to clear than they were to prevent.

“Wreckage?” We say that because wreckage of a sort is precisely what happens once the pool of prospective new asset buyers – in the U.S. circa 2006, home buyers – is finally exhausted, such that creditors no longer can lend in the blithe expectation that underlying prices will continue to rise. Once the proverbial “music” stops, and prices in consequence peak and then plunge, millions of asset purchasers – again, in the U.S. most recently, home-buyers – cannot but then find themselves suddenly “underwater,” hunkering down under debt overhang with negative equity. Their variably priced assets plummet in value, while their fixed debt obligations do not. That leaves them with more in debt obligations – often very much more – than in underlying equity. And that in turn leaves them unable to spend and drive growth in the way they have done prior to the bust, as we shall see amply demonstrated in Part III. Public debt then grows simply to take up the slack – to prevent debt-deflation’s morphing into depression. Trim the private debt, that means, and the public debt won’t be as necessary.

B. Finding the Links in the World: What the Data Show

We now turn to empirically demonstrating the actual presence and operation of the dynamic just sketched in II.A. The evidence, we find, is compelling – particularly when we pay special attention to those episodes of bubble, bust, and ensuing debacle that people call “great.”

We begin, then, with consumer and, especially, mortgage debt trends in the lead-ups to the “great” crises of 1929 onward and 2008 onward. We consider these first in relation to incomes – as debt-to-income (DTI) ratios – and in relation to credit-purchased assets – as loan-to-value (LTV) ratios – among purchasers. We then look at private debt aggregates in relation to the nation-level analogue to household incomes – gross domestic product (GDP). Along all these dimensions, the parallels between the lead-up to 1929 on the one hand, and that to 2008 on the other, are striking.

We then turn to asset prices during the two periods, comparing these to reasonable proxies for “fundamental” value – viz. P/E ratios in the case of corporate equities, building costs and comparable rental prices in the case of homes. Once again the parallels between 1929 and 2008 are striking, suggesting that abundant credit “artificially” fueled price rises during these periods such as to leave

---

20 Idem.
significant debt overhang once prices dropped and debt loads did not. That sets us up nicely for our examination in Part III of where we are now, and in Part IV of how best to climb out.

We begin with our most recent episode. According to the Survey of Consumer Finances, the lead-up to 2008 saw borrowing rates peak among families with above median incomes under the top income and wealth brackets – “the great middle class.”

By net worth, debt accumulation was highest among those in the third quartile, while, as in any given survey year, families in the lowest income, wealth, and education tiers were less likely to accumulate debt.

Some graphics help sharpen the picture. Figure 2 indicates, for example, that between 2004 and 2007 the debt payments to income (DTI) ratio – a common indicator of debt burden – rose for all families save those in the bottom 20 percent and the top 10 percent of the income distribution. As middle-income families took on more debt relative to income, the nation’s lowest and highest earners reduced their debt burden. With the onset of crash and recession between 2007 and 2010, the trend then reversed, with the DTI ratio for those at the bottom skyrocketing while earners in the 60th to 90th percentile began gradually to lower debt payments in relation to income – a development that is consistent with the debt-deflation part of our story to which we’ll turn in due course.

---


23 By far the greater part of family debt consists of home-secured debt and installment borrowing (consumer durables and education loans); see Bricker et al., idem at 65. Among lower income groups, education loans account for the largest percentage of installment borrowing, while among the top four quintiles, vehicle loans account for the largest percentage; see Bricker et al., idem at 66.
Another way to measure household debt burdens is by reference to leverage ratios – the sum of the debts families owe to the sum of their assets. Pre-recession leverage ratios tell a similar story to that told above, with middle income groups ratcheting up their leverage in the run-up to 2007, while those in the bottom 40% and top 10% reduced their leverage. That is the message of Figure 3.
Finally, to disaggregate along another dimension – that of what the debt finances rather than who incurs the debt – we see that mortgage debt in particular skyrocketed in the immediate run-up to our most recent bust and recession. *Figures 4 and 5* provide a nice snapshot, the first in nominal terms, the other vis-a-vis GDP.

**Figure 4**

![U.S. Home Mortgage Loans Outstanding](image)
In sum, then, the lead-up to the Great Recession saw the vast majority of Americans – the “great middle” – pile on more debt, most of it taking the form of consumer and mortgage loans. The only people who did not do so were our top and bottom earners. Those at the top were, in effect, the lenders while those in the great middle were their borrowers, while those at the bottom were less likely to purchase homes, hence less likely to assume debt. Since the collapse of 2007-08, by contrast, those in the bottom quintile have joined those in the middle in answering for market fallout, with climbing DTI ratios reflecting their vulnerability to the wider, more radial ravages of debt-deflation and slump.

Complementing the rise in consumer and mortgage debt during the run-up to 2008, of course, was a rise in the issuance of innovative financial instruments facilitating that buildup. These are, in effect, the balance sheet’s asset side complements to the debt side buildup just illustrated. Figure 6 shows the issuance trend line for a number of mortgage-backed and associated financial instruments during the first decade of the new millennium. Figure 7 then breaks things down further, showing the composition of new issuances represented by, e.g., mortgage-, student loan-, credit card receivables-, and auto loan-backed securities.
Figure 6

U.S. Issuance of Asset-Backed and Mortgage-Backed Securities
Degree of Tranche Retention
(in percent, average share of retained deal volume)


Figure 7

Issuance of Asset-Backed Securities

Reproduced with permission.
Let us now turn briefly to the Great Depression era. While available data here is in some cases not quite as rich as that for the Great Recession era, what we do have exhibits the same pattern.

First, then, debt escalation took place during the lead-up to 1929 as it did in the lead-up to 2008. Initially stoked by an explosion in post First World War U.S. production of mass-market consumer goods, millions of Americans turned to purchasing durables on innovative new time payment arrangements. Corresponding to latter-day private label securitizations of mortgage debt and credit card receivables, the great financial innovation of the 1920s was the consumer installment plan. Emerging first in the form of auto loans, consumer installment plans eventually facilitated a remarkable 90 percent of major durable goods credit-purchases by the end of the decade.

Consumer debt as a percentage of personal income accordingly doubled from 4.5 percent in 1920 to more than 9 percent in 1929. A measure of individual and noncorporate debt from the U.S. Commerce Department also reveals that the ratio of individual debt to GDP rose from 55 percent in 1920 to 97 percent in 1932. A similar trend occurred in respect of home mortgage lending, where “securitization, a reduction in lending standards, and weaker supervision” drove a 1920s real estate boom that took off in 1921 and then began to backsliding in late 1926, doubtless feeding into the stock market volatility that then began to plague the late 1920s. A simple graphic will once again sum up the trends. Figure 8 shows nominal private debt totals in the years between the end of the First World War and the early years of the Great Depression.

---


We can now sum up the foregoing with a few more figures and graphics that deal in yet larger aggregates, then look at the behavior of credit-fueled asset prices. In light of the dynamic we sketched in Part 2.A, we would expect to find several more developments in the lead-ups to “great” crashes and slumps like those of the 1920s-30s and the 1990s-2000s. One would be rising private debt aggregates in relation to national income. Another would be widening spreads between asset prices on the one hand, and any “fundamentals” that might justify asset price rises as anything other than “artificially” credit-driven on the other hand. As it happens, we find both in the run-ups to 1929 and to 2008.

To begin with aggregate private-debt-to-GDP trends, Figures 9 and 10 show precisely what our model would lead us to predict. Figure 8 first shows the trend lines prior to the Great Depression and Great Recession. The matchup strikes us as remarkable.
Widening the lens to embrace the entire period from 1916 to 2011 – all years for which data is available – we find the matchup more significant still. For now we find that there is only one other comparable period in which private debt-to-GDP growth was over 40 percent – the period immediately following the Second World War, which on reflection is hardly surprising: At this point the massive de-levering of the Great Depression and War years had left private debt totals at a century-long low. Meanwhile, pent-up demand now had new outlets in goods and appliances produced by factories that were rapidly shifting from wartime to peacetime production – and was boosted yet further, of course, by the Baby Boom.

Loan growth, moreover, was facilitated by new federal programs like the GI Bill. So in fact there are only two periods where loan-to-GDP growth is this rapid and private debt to GDP is over 150 percent – again, the 1920s and the 2000s.\textsuperscript{29}

\textsuperscript{29} Of the two factors — growth rate of debt vs. the absolute level of debt — rapid growth appears to be the more important factor signaling a potential economic crisis. It is not hard to see why. Very rapid growth in debt is more likely associated with speculative bubble activity than with prudent investment activity. Even apart from that, it can readily result in less speculative but still significant overbuilding or overinvestment in some asset, whether housing, commercial office buildings, stocks and bonds, plants, or something else. After all, population growth was 16 percent compared to 45 percent private debt growth from 1920 to 1930, and 10 percent compared to 41 percent private loan growth from 1997 to 2007. See Clemons & Vague, supra note 1.
It should also be noted here, given our thesis, that public debt was significantly less than total private debt, and growing far less rapidly, in both pre-crisis periods to which we attend. In fact, as Figure 11 demonstrates, government debt-to-GDP was even declining slightly before 1929. Generally, government debt has been a smaller factor in all but the World War II period. This seems to us significant in light of our claim that the present policy debate focuses improperly on public rather than private debt in explaining the present and previous crises.
Turning now to spreads between asset prices and plausible underlying “fundamentals,” we see that here too what our model would predict is borne out. Figures 12 and 13 track housing and stock prices, respectively, in the lead-up to 2008, plotting each against plausible proxies for sustainable, “fundamental” value: building costs and population in the one case, earnings (via P/Es) in the other. In both cases, the spreads open dramatically over the decade or so leading up to the crash, suggesting that the already-tracked rises in private leverage alone fueled the price rises.
Graphing comparable trend lines for the lead-up to 1929 is somewhat more difficult owing to missing data for many parts of the nation, as well as to papering and collection problems that result in downward biases. What data we have, though, suggests things were much as they were in the lead-up to 2008. A study by Eugene White writing for the National Bureau of Economic Research, for example, suggests that “securitization, a reduction in lending standards, and weaker supervision” drove a 1920s real estate boom that took off in 1921 and then began to backslide around 1926.30 Several other assessments likewise confirm a rapid rise in property values as well during the 1920s – particularly in New York, Florida, and several other localities across the country.31

Comparing 1920 and 2000 as baseline years, one study of surges in new residential housing starts during the two periods, controlling for differences in population size, shows an escalation “of the same magnitude” preceding both the Great Depression and Great Recession.32 Another survey of several indices left over from the era suggests that real home prices rose anywhere from 20, to 38, to 54 percent depending on the index and region.33

In Manhattan, home prices continued to rise until the third quarter of 1929, when they fell off a cliff, plunging 67 percent by the end of 1932.34 The residential property foreclosures that first mounted in 1926 continued to climb steadily through the crash of 1929 and didn’t slow pace until 1933.35 In the five years between 1928 and 1933, nationwide home prices fell nearly 26 percent.36 So marked was the adoption of debt and subsequent loss of assets that, quoting a 1932 Harpers article, Jackson Lears writes, “the middle-class homeowner no longer has possessions but only obligations.”37 That reads familiar: It’s where we are now.

32 White, supra note 30 at 6; Hockett, sources cited supra, notes 30, 31.
33 White, supra note 30 at 8, 9; Hockett, sources cited supra, notes 30, 31.
34 Nicholas & Scherbina, supra note 34; and Hockett, sources cited supra, notes 30, 31.
35 “The Forgotten Real Estate Boom of the 1920s”, supra note 30; and Hockett, sources cited supra, notes 30, 31.
III. Where We Are Now

What goes up, must come down. At least this is so when the “up” has been too high. The come-down has happened in the case of many assets purchased on credit during the bubble period – most notably housing, by far the largest determinant of net worth on the asset side of middle class balance sheets, hence the asset whose value bears most on consumer spending. It has not happened, however, in the case of the debt incurred during the bubble years to purchase those assets – especially, once again, mortgage debt. A few numbers and graphics will once again give us some appreciation of the measure of the problem. That in turn will both (a) make clear why we are where we are, and (b) hint strongly at what we must do to get out of here.

A. Mortgage Debt Overhang

To begin with housing, at the time of the plunge seven years ago, prices dropped nationally by 35%, wiping out over $7 trillion in home equity. Prices still linger near 30% below peak levels, which is likely inflated for reasons to which we’ll return. In harder hit communities the figure is much greater – well over 50% in the proverbial “sun and sand” states, to which we’ll return. This remains true notwithstanding cyclical fluctuations pursuant to which prices rise somewhat in some seasons, only to plummet again between peaks. Case-Shiller housing price data compiled since July 2006 in represented in Figure 14, for example, indicate that the highest post-bubble price-peak prior to the past summer came, not last year or the year before that, but in August of 2009, while early 2012 for its part saw the deepest post-bubble trough since January 2009. Many analysts, then, not surprisingly predict more price retreats ahead.

---

39 Idem. See also state and local data provided infra.
Mortgage debt levels, troublingly, have not dropped in a manner commensurate with home prices. In consequence well over 11 million homes are now underwater.\(^41\) That is nearly a quarter of all American homes with mortgages outstanding.\(^42\) These underwater loans tend, if not modified, to default at high rates. Expected default rates are as high as 75%, for example, for loans that are 40% or underwater – that is, with LTVs of 140%.\(^43\) GSE filings with the SEC, by way of additional example, provide more telling numbers: for 2006 vintage loans, 71% of subprimes, 70% of option ARMs, 58% of variable rate loans, and 40% even of fixed rate loans are expected to default.\(^44\)

In this light it is perhaps not surprising that of the 11 million mortgaged homes just mentioned, upwards of 4 million are already in default, in foreclosure, or foreclosed and awaiting liquidation.\(^45\) Over 2 million more are “seriously” delinquent – two-to-four payments in arrears.\(^46\) This in turn means that fewer than half of our over 11 million underwater home mortgage loans are now current,\(^47\) and more go delinquent each month.\(^48\) Together with loans that are already defaulted or delinquent, most housing

---

\(^{41}\) See sources cited supra, note 40.

\(^{42}\) Idem.


\(^{45}\) Idem.

\(^{46}\) Idem.

\(^{47}\) Idem. See also the latest data from CoreLogic and OCC Mortgage Metrics, supra note 38.

\(^{48}\) Idem.
analysts expect between 7.5 million and 9.5 million additional homes to go into liquidation over the next several years absent serious remedial action. This would be into an already depressed market, and would mean a backlog totaling to approximately 200% of annual existing home sales in the U.S. at current sales paces.

Even these figures understate things in significant ways. For one thing, Federal Reserve policy since the crash has been to place a bottom under real estate prices via purchases of real-estate-associated financial assets – notably through the New York Fed’s Maiden Lane Funds and the Open Market Committee’s QE3 commitments. For another thing, many banks appear to be both forbearing on foreclosure and forestalling on loss-accounting, both to avoid public damage to balance sheets and, for a while, for fear after the “robo-signing” scandals of 2010. Finally, as mentioned before, the negative equity problem is especially concentrated in some areas in a manner that aggregate national numbers obscure. That is important because, owing to symbiotic “feedback” effects between foreclosure, surrounding property values, local tax revenue and services, and local consumer spending patterns, concentrated negative equity is more harmful than thinly spread negative equity for a given aggregate.

A few numbers and figures are once again telling. With respect to concentration, there are some communities in which more than 80% of private label securitized (PLS) mortgage loans, which account for the bulk of problem loans, are underwater. In some of these, moreover, the degree to which the affected loans are underwater is remarkable: there are communities whose underwater PLS loans have average loan to value (LTV) ratios greater than 200%. Figure 15 affords a revealing, if nevertheless understated, summary overview of how localized the worst of the nation’s underwater mortgage loan problem actually is:

---

49 See, e.g., Fannie and Freddie 10K data cited below.
50 See sources cited supra, note 40.
51 Idem.
52 The chart covers all underwater loans, hence does not reflect distinctions between high LTV and lower LTV such loans.
Negative equity and associated default rates of such magnitude are subject to mutually-reinforcing feedback dynamics of the kind found in our model described in Part II. Foreclosures and consequent slump in local housing markets feed back into local economies, hence ultimately the national economy, by diminishing wealth and consumer spending.\(^5^4\) (Negative equity is estimated to have cost the American economy $90 billion per year in lost disposable income.\(^5^5\)) That in turn lowers both growth and employment – bad enough in themselves, but also drawing more mortgage loans into the wave of delinquency and default.\(^5^6\) Hence the familiar self-worsening “downward spiral” at worst, or “holding pattern” at best, of high underwater loan and foreclosure rates, causing low growth and employment, causing yet more default and foreclosure, and so on.\(^5^7\)


\(^{57}\) Idem. Also Hockett, “Recursive Collective Action Problems,” supra note 7. Note also that even the dismal consumer spending and growth numbers we have are skewed upward in owing to the “shadow stimulus” entailed.
We can see this dynamic at work very clearly by concentrating attention on two sample counties in two states that (a) appear to have been targeted with particular intensity by subprime lenders eager to service the investment demands of parties at the top of the wealth distribution during the bubble years, and (b) have suffered accordingly since the bubble’s burst. We refer to San Bernardino in California and Wayne County in Michigan.

In California, the figure is approximately 2 million underwater homes, representing about 29% of the total statewide,\(^{58}\) while in San Bernardino County the figure is over 168,000 homes, representing more than 43% of the total countywide.\(^{59}\) In both cases, housing prices are down well over 40% from their 2006 peaks – 44% for California, 51% for the Riverside-San Bernardino-Ontario area\(^ {60}\) – while the average LTV on San Bernardino’s underwater mortgage loans is nearly 170%.\(^ {61}\) Unsurprisingly, then, San Bernardino has significantly higher unemployment and poverty rates even than does the nation at large. Its unemployment rate stands at 11.9% as compared to a national figure of 7.9%,\(^ {62}\) while its poverty rate stands at 19.3% as compared to a national figure of 15.9%.\(^ {63}\)

In Wayne County, Michigan – the county in which Detroit is located – the figures are again telling. Approximately 450,000 homes, representing a remarkable 33% of the total statewide, are underwater in Michigan.\(^ {64}\) Home prices statewide are down 25% from their 2006 peak, while in Wayne County’s Detroit-Livonia-Dearborn area the figure is 38%.\(^ {65}\) As with San Bernardino, California, then, so

---

\(^{58}\) Idem.


\(^{63}\) For San Bernardino, see http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_11_1YR_S1701&prodType=table . For the U.S., see http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_11_1YR_S1701&prodType=table.

\(^{64}\) See again CoreLogic, Negative Equity Report, 4\(^{th}\) Quarter, 2012, supra note 59.

\(^{65}\) See again FHFA data as cited supra, note 60.
with Wayne County, Michigan: its unemployment rate is 11% as compared to the nation’s 7.9%,\textsuperscript{66} while its poverty rate is 25% as compared to the nation’s 15.9%.\textsuperscript{67}

The cyclical patterns we noted in respect of the nation at large also carry over to the worst hit localities. Notwithstanding the earlier mentioned periodically transient signs of improvement in aggregate home prices, for example, S&P Case-Shiller 20 City data has recently shown California and San Bernardino home prices down fully 11% and 14%, respectively, even from their previous post-bubble highs reached in 2010.\textsuperscript{68} Meanwhile, a backlog of nearly 232,000 homes in California, with 20,000 in San Bernardino alone, and nearly 62,000 homes in Michigan, with 15,000 in Wayne County alone, are now either in default, held in bank real estate owned (REO) portfolios, or up for auction post-foreclosure.\textsuperscript{69} The California figures suggest further deterioration since last year’s “shadow inventory” of some 174,000 homes in California and 14,000 homes in San Bernardino County that were then either already foreclosed or on the brink of foreclosure.\textsuperscript{70}

A bit more local level data will complete the mortgage debt picture for present purposes. Figure 16 shows percentages of mortgage loans underwater and housing price declines from peak, in percentage terms, for a sampling of zip code areas through the end of 2012.\textsuperscript{71}

\textbf{Figure 16}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZIP Code</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>% Underwater</th>
<th>% Price Decline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>92301</td>
<td>Adelanto</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>-70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93501</td>
<td>Mojave</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>-71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93505</td>
<td>California City</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>-71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33035</td>
<td>Homestead</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>-69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33127</td>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>-70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{66} See \texttt{http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/special/nation/unemployment-by-county/}.
\textsuperscript{67} For Wayne County, see \texttt{http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tablesservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_11_1YR_S1701&prodType=table}. For the U.S., see again \texttt{http://factfinder2.census.gov/faces/tablesservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=ACS_11_1YR_S1701&prodType=table}.
\textsuperscript{69} For California and San Bernardino, see RealtyTrac data at \texttt{http://www.realtytrac.com/trendcenter/default.aspx?address=CA&parsed=1&stc=ca} and \texttt{http://www.realtytrac.com/trendcenter/default.aspx?address=San%20Bernardino%20County%2C%20CA&parsed=1&cn=San%20Bernardino%20County%2C%20CA&stc=ca}, respectively. For Michigan and Wayne County, see counterpart RealtyTrac data at \texttt{http://www.realtytrac.com/trendcenter/default.aspx?address=MI&parsed=1&stc=mi} and \texttt{http://www.realtytrac.com/trendcenter/default.aspx?address=Wayne%20County%2C%20MI&parsed=1&cn=Wayne%20County%2C%20MI&stc=mi}
\textsuperscript{70} See again CoreLogic Negative Equity Report, supra note 59.
B. Non-Mortgage and Aggregate Private Debt Overhang

Moving beyond housing, other asset prices plummeted too with the 2008 crash, of course, just as they did in the late 1920s. Stock market prices dropped over 50% in both instances, for example. The two periods are difficult to compare in respect of stock prices after their crashes, however, for a straightforward reason: The Fed notoriously neglected to ease monetary policy in the wake of the 1929 crash, while it has been anything but timid in the wake of 2008. This means that debt overhang aggregates are harder to track in connection with stocks than they are in connection with housing.

A better way to round out the picture begun with mortgage debt overhang, then, is first to examine debt aggregates after the 2008 crash, and where possible to compare them to counterpart aggregates after the 1929 crash, then to examine new debt trends. Figure 17 is instructive in the first connection. It shows that, notwithstanding the great buildup in private debt levels leading up to the 2008 crash, very little private de-levering has occurred post-crash, while in fact we are already re-levering. Indeed, we de-levered no more than 3% before beginning to re-lever. That stands in stark contrast to the over 50% figure found after 1929, as shown further down in Figure 18.

Figure 17

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zip Code</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Unemployment Rate</th>
<th>Change from previous year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33142</td>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>-66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30274</td>
<td>Riverdale</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>-71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30296</td>
<td>Riverdale</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>-66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30297</td>
<td>Forest Park</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>-72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89030</td>
<td>North Las Vegas</td>
<td>NV</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>-76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89101</td>
<td>Las Vegas</td>
<td>NV</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>-76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89106</td>
<td>Las Vegas</td>
<td>NV</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>-71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89115</td>
<td>Las Vegas</td>
<td>NV</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>-72%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The difference in private de-levering patterns between post-1929 and post-2008 accounts for some additional differences between the two periods. Most salient among these is the lesser contraction of GDP after 2008, which has long since been recovered and modestly built upon, on the one hand, and the dramatic contraction of GDP after 1929 on the other. The only reason that the macroeconomy is not shrunken as it was in the 1930s, in other words — and employment rates with it — is that we are still floating on debt — nearly the same levels of private debt as before, but now on more public debt too, which debt-stifled private spending contraction necessitates.

Several other facts gleanable from Figures 17 and 18 bear noting while we are at it. One is that public debt levels did not grow significantly at all in the lead-up to 1929, the claims of public-debt-blamers notwithstanding. Public debt levels did grow, notoriously, in the lead-up to 2008, but nowhere near as significantly as private debt levels. The other thing to note is that public spending associated with the New Deal was nowhere near as large as was private de-levering over the same period, which again stands in contrast to the post-2008 period as noted above.

A final point worth noting where aggregate debt levels are concerned has to do with a comparison that often is drawn between the present and the immediate post Second World War Era: It

---

72 Bank failures appear to have accounted for about a quarter of the total pay-down. [Source.] The larger point, however, is that private de-levering occurred to the tune of over 50%. This Subpart draws in part upon Clemons & Vague, supra note 1; and Hockett & Dillon, supra note 21.
is often pointed out, to those who have fretted over public debt levels since 2008, that the relevant figure is debt-to-GDP, and that the latter ratio was greater circa 1945 than it is now. That is quite correct, but only if we consider public debt in isolation. Add private debt to the picture and calculate total debt to GDP, and the figure is much higher than in 1945 or any other period, for that matter.

This can be seen in Figures 19 and 20 (the latter of which replicates Figure 11 shown earlier to spare page turning). Moreover, as Figures 21 and 22 indicate, private debt is typically by far the largest of salient aggregates in the macroeconomy, such that changes in this aggregate correlate more closely with changes in GDP than does any other indicator. This suggests two things. First, and again, that while it makes sense to fret over debt, it is private, not public debt that should worry us. And second, that if we really want to restore growth and employment significantly, we should focus on private debt write-downs, not pay-downs or public debt down-sizing.

Figure 19
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A final point that bears noting in connection with post-2008 private debt loads has to do with one category of debt that has grown markedly since the crash and appears poised to act as a significant drag upon consumer spending in years to come. That is the category of student debt, which in 2010 came for the first time to surpass credit card debt as the most significant category after mortgage debt.

According to recently released New York Fed data, total consumer indebtedness at the end of the year was $11.34 trillion, up approximately 0.3% from the third quarter. (See Quarterly Report on Household Debt and Credit, FRBNY, Research and Statistics Group, February 2013.) Non-housing debt in particular rose for a third consecutive quarter to $2.75 trillion, up 1.3%. Of this, in turn, nearly $1 trillion is represented by student debt, which has risen at a steadily accelerating quarterly rate in recent years and rose over 70% from 2004 through 2012 alone – the only category of private debt actually to rise during the Great Recession. Ninety day plus delinquency rates on these loans also have risen in recent years, and now stand at 11.7%.

Some analysts see in these figures a looming crisis in its own right. Certainly the debt load afflicts a demographic that in past decades could be relied upon to add significantly to domestic housing and broader consumer demand. What is more, the growth in this debt does not seem to reflect mere profligacy on the part of the borrowers any more than did mortgage debt during the bubble. For one thing, tuitions have grown at a pace significantly outpacing inflation in recent years, as strapped states have diverted once reliable funding from state colleges and universities. For another thing, during the Great Recession, many have found further schooling necessary both to enhance marketability in a tightened job market and to use time while unemployed productively. And finally, the hit taken by wages and incomes during the Great Recession have simply made post-graduation debt loads harder to carry.

For these reasons we propose modest student debt relief along with mortgage debt relief when we turn to proposals in Part IV below.

C. Consequent Low Growth and Employment

The final elements of our present state to which we should attend are of course the economy’s growth and employment rates themselves – the factors that render our debt deflation intolerable. Not surprisingly, given our model, growth and employment have been anemic at best since the 2008 crash. Such “recovery” as there has been has been slow, wavering, and as often remarked, (virtually) “jobless.” Figures 23-25 provide a snapshot. The first shows the growth trend-line since 2008. The second two show employment ratio terms to avoid “discouragement distortion.”
Figure 23

Real GDP Growth since 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Series1</td>
<td>-3.5%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 24

Employment-to-Population Ratio, 1960-2012

- Women's Labor Force Participation (left)
- Full-time Employment to Population Ratio (right)
- Full-time and Part-time Employment-to-Population Ratio (right)

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics
If our explanation of the foregoing data is correct, then the data themselves suggest that one of the most urgent tasks before us right now as a polity is to eliminate private debt overhang and thereby restore real growth and employment.

IV. Leaving the Water and Staying Dry: How to Do It

We now turn to how best to address the private debt overhang problem and, thereby, the continuing macroeconomic dysfunction that this problem underwrites. We offer the proposals that follow knowing that each will tend to occasion at least some controversy, such that all will ultimately require significant additional detail and fuller discussion. We also note here that one of us is engaged in significant efforts “on the ground” at the time of this writing to implement each of the solutions here recommended. In that sense, this paper is partly a preliminary justificatory explanation of a number of macroeconomic repair initiatives already being pursued.

A. Writing-Down Mortgage Debt

We begin with means of writing-down private debt. Our principal, but not sole, focus will be on residential mortgage debt. Our reasons are several. First, residential mortgage debt overhang is by far the greater part of the national private debt overhang, proportionally speaking, as Figure 7 above might lead one to anticipate and as Figure 26 now indicates.
Second, mortgage debt overhang operates as by far the greatest drag upon post-bust consumer expenditure, owing to residential real estate’s status as principal middle class asset. And finally third, mortgage debt write-downs are those least apt to implicate fairness or moral hazard concerns, for reasons that we shall explain. We’ll also, however, offer some recommendations concerning student and general consumer debt after first covering mortgage debt.

Turning now to means of writing down mortgage debt, note first that the aggregate can be partitioned into three classes, according to who holds the debt. First there is privately-held, whole-loan portfolio debt, held primarily by depository institutions. Then there is GSE-held whole loan and securitized debt. Finally, there is privately held, private label securitized (PLS) debt, held primarily in the (secondary) form of mortgage-backed securities (MBS) owned by pensions and other investment funds. This category accounts for some 60% of the negative equity aggregate. We first examine means of writing down principal for each of these three classes, then discuss the important matter of regulatory forbearance and tax incentives as means of further facilitating principal reduction.

1. Bank Portfolio Loans: Keep Up the Good Work – and Extend It

The next thing to note is that, because underwater loans are subject to pronounced default risk as noted and partly quantified earlier, and because foreclosure and REO-holding are expensive as also noted earlier, the expected values (EVs) of many underwater loans can actually be raised by writing
down principal.\textsuperscript{73} This in turn means that it is ultimately in the financial interest of creditors themselves to write mortgage debt down to sustainable levels.\textsuperscript{74} And this fact is confirmed by significant and still growing rates of voluntary write-down on the part of portfolio loan holders – principally commercial banks.\textsuperscript{75}

These rates are still lower than need be the case, however, and we suspect that this might stem in part from regulatory imperatives. We shall accordingly recommend a particular form of regulatory forbearance and tax incentive package, below, that can induce more in the way of principal write-downs. In addition, the bridge loan program discussed below in Subsection 4 should encourage more in the way of portfolio write-downs as well.

Whatever the future story of further portfolio loan write-downs, we note now that the GSEs and private holders of PLS debt have not been managing even that modest but growing degree of write-down activity that we find among portfolio lenders. That invites the question “why?”

2. GSE Loans: Focus on the GSE Balance Sheets, not the Broader Public Fisc

In the case of the GSEs, the problem appears to be almost entirely attributable to the way in which public benefits and costs brought by write-downs are calculated by their regulator, the Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA).\textsuperscript{76} FHFA thus far declines to permit the GSEs either (a) directly to write-down principal on their portfolio loans, or (b) to exercise their market power, in the case of their MBS-underlying loans, to induce the banking and other institutions that service those loans to do likewise.\textsuperscript{77} This is so notwithstanding the data that the GSEs themselves report to the SEC, noted above, in respect of the default rates among their underwater loans from which their own revenues derive.

There appear to be two reasons for this, both of them revealed in publicly released FHFA memoranda to which we have just cited, concerning the likely benefits net of costs that would be


\textsuperscript{74} Idem.

\textsuperscript{75} See Hockett, “It Takes a Village,” supra note 2; and Hockett, “Paying Paul,” supra note 2; and Goodman sources cited therein.

\textsuperscript{76} See Hockett, “It Takes a Village,” supra note 2; and Hockett, “Paying Paul,” supra note 2.

occasioned by write-downs within the GSEs’ portfolios. One is that FHFA’s analyses assume that write-downs would be effected via the federal Home Affordable Mortgage Program (HAMP), which pays servicers to do what is already in the interest of those to whom their fiduciary duties ultimately run – the creditors whose portfolio EVs would be raised by writing down deeply underwater mortgage loans. Since HAMP fees are public costs, FHFA deducts them from the public benefits that would accrue from write-downs among loans in the GSE portfolios. The other, related reason is that FHFA appears to view the losses apt to be booked by financial institutions holding second liens on underlying properties as public costs too, which it likewise accordingly deducts from the benefits that would be wrought by write-downs.

Against this backdrop, there are three solutions that immediately present themselves. The first is for the GSEs simply to refrain from resorting to HAMP in conducting and inducing write-downs. Because they can do this without servicers, there is no need to pay servicers out of the public fisc to do what is in the interest of their own principals. The second solution is regulatory forbearance and tax incentivization of the sort that we elaborate further below, which should moot FHFA’s apparent concern for the second-lien-holding banks that it neither regulates nor holds in conservatorship. Finally, the third solution is to require FHFA not to weigh costs and benefits to the “United States” in determining what to require of the GSEs that it regulates and currently holds in conservatorship, but to weigh costs and benefits to those GSEs themselves, which are its proper focus. Costs and benefits inuring to the United States are the proper concern of Congressional and White House budget offices, not of “silo’ed” special purpose regulators.

3. PLS Loans: Bankruptcy Workout & Eminent Domain

Turning from GSE-held to private label MBS, here the problem is not regulatory failure, but market failure. While the failure in question is complex in character, the two principal components both stem from the specific arrangements pursuant to which the relevant mortgage loans were securitized during the bubble years: First, the fragmented beneficial ownership interests in securitized mortgage loans induce classic creditor collective action problems where debt forgiveness is concerned; widely dispersed creditors cannot even find one another, let alone agree either unanimously or in super-majoritarian fashion to mutually beneficial debt write-downs. And second, the pooling and servicing agreements (PSAs) pursuant to which the relevant loans were securitized, drafted as they were during the bubble years when few seem to have anticipated market-wide crash and all rushed to push or to purchase newfangled product, for the most part do not permit trustees, servicers, or other collective agents to cut through the aforementioned creditor collective action problems.

Because solving the second of these mentioned problems will likewise solve the first of them, solution of the PLS mortgage debt problem must target the mentioned PSAs. These are, of course,

---

contracts. This means in turn that no solution that does not replace these contracts, which now function effectively as financial suicide pacts among bondholders, with more functional arrangements will succeed. There are only two authorities by which this can be done. One is the bankruptcy-oversight authority vested in our bankruptcy courts by the federal Constitution and the Bankruptcy Code. The other is the eminent domain authority that our federal and state constitutions respectively confer upon our federal, state, and local governments.

a. Bankruptcy Workouts: Legislation or Lease Swaps

As it happens, the Bankruptcy Code is not at present helpful for our purposes, owing in part to what was at the time a surprising 1993 Supreme Court decision, Nobelman v. American Savings Bank, that interpreted the Chapter 13 “primary residence” exclusion from bankruptcy protection in an unexpected way. 80 Chapter 13 excludes primary residences from bankruptcy protection, but it does not, by its language or legislative history, exclude overhang when prices fall below nominal debt obligations. 81 Yet that is how Nobelman read it, and the bankruptcy courts have accordingly chafed ever since. Were Nobelman to be expressly overruled, then, either congressionally or judicially, we would have one route to mortgage debt write-downs in the form of so-called “strip down.”

A more plenary route to solving the problem would be to amend the Bankruptcy Code itself to remove the primary residence exclusion altogether. Some members of Congress have tried twice now and failed to do this post-2008, via the so-called “cram-down” legislation introduced in 2009 and 2010. 82 Regrettably, however, neither attempt has got past committee in the House of Representatives, and the White House has thus far not pushed the legislation. That could change, and the change would be more than welcome.

In the absence of legislative or judicial action to overturn Nobelman and legislative action to amend Chapter 13 in more plenary fashion, there is but one remaining bankruptcy-levering route to go. That is the use of what one of us has proposed and advocated under the name of “lease swaps” over the past several years. 83 The idea here is for underwater home-owners in the same neighborhoods literally to swap residences under leasing arrangements, then file for bankruptcy under Chapter 13 to write-down their mortgage debt overhangs. 84 Homeowners wishing to do this could make use of the extensive “home-swapping” infrastructure that has developed on the web during the crisis years. 85 Or they might visit a website that both instructs them on how to do this and brings them directly together, currently under construction by the aforementioned co-author of this paper.

84 Idem.
85 Idem.
This plan might be thought “too cute” or “too clever by half” in its reliance on a very “plain meaning” approach to the “primary residence” exclusion. In fact, however, it appears to be widely agreed that bankruptcy judges chafe under the misguided *Nobelman* decision, and have accordingly read the statutory language very literally ever since so as, for example, to rule the exclusion inapplicable to homes whose owners have moved out of them.\(^{86}\) In this light, the bankruptcy bench and bar should be expected to welcome another opportunity to get out from under the “primary residence” exclusion. The lease swap method affords them this opportunity. *Figure 27* diagrams how the plan works.

**Figure 27**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date 1</th>
<th>A Owns</th>
<th>B Owns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/B</td>
<td>A Resides</td>
<td>B Resides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Equity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date 2</th>
<th>A/B</th>
<th>Bankruptcy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/B</td>
<td>B Resides</td>
<td>A Resides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bankruptcy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date 3</th>
<th>A/B</th>
<th>Positive Equity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/B</td>
<td>A Resides</td>
<td>B Resides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive Equity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: Arrows represent residence swaps pursuant to lease contracts. Ownership in fee simple vests with original owners throughout.*

The diagram, read from top to bottom, shows owners A and B residing in their own homes at Date 1, each with negative equity. At Date 2, A and B lease their homes to one another, changing “primary residences” within the meaning of Chapter 13, and file for bankruptcy in order to obtain “strip down” of mortgage debt overhang. At Date 3, if they wish, A and B resume residing in the homes that they own, no longer underwater.

**b. Eminent Domain: Public Facilitation and Private Financing**

Turning from bankruptcy and lease swaps to eminent domain, the idea here is for governments to sidestep the PSA contract rigidities that lie at the heart of our problem by “taking” underwater loans at fair value, then replacing them with better written loans that leave homeowners with some positive equity.\(^{87}\) Because this is ultimately a way of recouping value for ultimate creditors themselves in

---


\(^{87}\) See Hockett, “It Takes a Village,” supra note 2; and Hockett, “Paying Paul,” supra note 2.
addition to homeowners, the ideal way to finance this operation would be with moneys supplied by the affected MBS holders themselves. In effect, the latter would be “paying themselves” the fair values of the loans, then receiving the new, higher-value loans by way of payback. This two-step process would be financially identical to a single-step write-down, with the second step amounting to no more than a straightforward consequence of a government actor’s having to be brought into the structure in order to get past the PSA. Figure 28 diagrams the basic structure.

Figure 28

Note: The double-headed arrow represents class overlap rather than a flow. The two vertical arrows crossing the dotted line represent a detour between the “bad loan” and “good loan” arrows.

The diagram, read counterclockwise, shows investors, including current bondholders with funds perhaps supplemented by financing from federal agencies, conveying funds to eminent domain trusts operated by government instrumentalities – probably states or their subunits. These eminent domain trusts then purchase deeply underwater (“bad”) loans from private-label securitization trusts. The states or their sub-units, in most cases perhaps advised or otherwise assisted by financial professionals, then work with homeowners to write new mortgages, replacing the negative equity loans with modestly positive equity loans – probably thirty-year fixed-rate mortgages in all cases. Finally, the new (“good”) loans are conveyed to the first-mentioned trusts, which convey resultant funds to the first-mentioned investors.

88 Idem. Also Hockett, Reuters op-ed and Boston Review essay cited supra, note 73.
89 Idem.
90 Freeing the loans from their PLS trusts, it bears noting, renders them eligible for the Federal Housing Administration Short Refinance, Hardest Hit Funds, and HAMP Principal Reduction Alternative programs.
The payouts will in most cases take the form that payouts on the earlier, unmodified loans took—bond yields to bondholders. And, as noted earlier, the new bondholders should include as many of the original bondholders as wish to participate, since the aim of the plan is to enable homeowners and bondholders to do what the pooling and servicing agreements now prevent them from doing—modifying underwater loans to recoup presently lost value.

What level of government should play the appointed role here? As mentioned earlier, one of the authors of the present paper has sketched multiple variants on the plan per which differing government instrumentalities play the role.\(^9^1\) Probably the best situated at present, owing both (a) to the locally concentrated nature of the problem as noted above, and (b) to the current paralysis in Washington also noted above, are state and local authorities.\(^9^2\) The mentioned co-author is working at present with multiple such authorities on plans of the just-described kind. He also is meeting with bondholders and federal officials on a regular basis, both to keep them apprised of developments and to engage their expertise or participation. Readers might be aware of some of this work in connection with media reports out of San Bernardino, California in the second half of 2012 and Brockton, Massachusetts more recently, but there is much more afoot here than can be currently reported.

There are multiple ways in which federal instrumentalities can play a supporting role, and earlier variations on the plan were first proposed by the present co-author to some of those instrumentalities themselves during the 2008 debates over TARP. Fed and Treasury can facilitate municipal, homeowner, and bondholder summits on loan selection and valuation criteria, for example.\(^9^3\) They also can use their good offices to ensure that rewritten loans per the plan retain access to the FHA short refi program, and even encourage the FHFA and the GSEs to purchase resultant loans so long as they are, as they will be, “conforming.” Fed for its own part can do such purchasing too, per QE3. And finally, Treasury (principally through OCC) and FDIC can act in a number of ways to encourage banks in both their portfolio loan holding and their loan servicing capacities to cooperate with these efforts.\(^9^4\)

4. Piggy-Backing on Bridge Loan Assistance Programs

Another way to get more in the way of mortgage loan principal reduction, at least from portfolio loan holders, is by leveraging, in a particular way, another initiative with which one of the present co-authors is associated.\(^9^5\) We refer to mortgage bridge loan programs offered by some states and,

---


\(^9^2\) See supra, Part III.A. For fuller elaboration, see Hockett, sources cited supra notes 2 and 73.

\(^9^3\) On this point, see in particular Hockett, “Paying Paul,” supra note 2.

\(^9^4\) On all of these points, see idem.

perhaps in future, a federal instrumentality as well. Pennsylvania’s Home Emergency Mortgage Assistance Program (HEMAP), commenced during the steel slump of the early 1980s, is the original inspiration here. New York appears to be poised to enact a counterpart statute drafted by one of the present co-authors, which builds on 30 years of Pennsylvania experience with HEMAP.

What plans of this sort do is make mortgage payments on behalf of beneficiaries who suffer temporary difficulty in keeping current on their obligations owing to temporary un- or underemployment of the kind associated with macroeconomic slump. Because the underlying loans are sound and the un- or underemployment periods typically less than 2-3 years in duration, these programs enjoy high success rates – typically greater than 80% repayment rates, with thousands of likely foreclosures prevented. For this reason, in turn, both banking and housing advocacy organizations tend to favor these programs, as of course do homeowners and legislators.

The way in which such plans can encourage further principal reduction is simple: Only structurally sound loans meet program eligibility criteria, and structural soundness excludes high post-bust LTVs. A bank faced with an underwater loan in imminent danger of default and consequent costly foreclosure proceedings, then, already faced with significant but not yet decisive incentive to write down debt, is apt to be nudged the rest of the way by the prospect of two to three years’ guaranteed payment. Such payment’s contingency upon a write-down will in such case suffice to bring on that welcome result.

5. Regulatory Forbearance & Tax Incentives

A final, and very important way to get more in the way of mortgage loan principal write-downs is by regulatorily making it easier for some institutions to do them. This stems from the fact that, at least initially after some write-downs, some institutions will become de-capitalized to the point that post-Basel III capital requirements end up effectively prescribing the impossible – viz. that financial institutions raise equity during a time of intense uncertainty.

Regulators might accordingly consider enabling institutions to open Special Asset Resolution Suspense Accounts (SARSA), into which would be booked any and all losses arising solely from voluntary principal reductions by lenders. Amounts posted to the SARSA would, for regulatory and GAAP accounting purposes, be permitted to be amortized in equal amounts over a 10 to 20 year horizon,


96 Idem.
97 Idem.
98 Idem.
99 This is proposed at length in the Appendix to Alpert, Hockett, & Roubini, supra note 1; and also is favored by Clemons & Vague, supra note 1.
rather than being fully booked as losses during the years incurred. In effect, this would constitute a straightforward counterpart to a strategy successfully employed by FSLIC in the late 1980s with a view to incenting healthy thrift institutions into purchasing failed such institutions. That was the use of “regulatory goodwill” capital, amortized per the “straightline method,” in order to “buy time” for cooperating institutions aiming to bring themselves into compliance with the capital requirements of the day after assisting FSLIC in its “mop up” operations after the S&L bust. To incent financial institutions to restructure with borrowers, we propose a tax credit be provided over this same 10 to 20 year period that would cover the institution’s costs and provide the institution with incentive.

SARSA treatment also would not be available to losses arising from collateral liquidation or other loan collection actions, but would be permitted for deed-in-lieu and short-sale transactions. Again, the aim here would be to afford a limited-purpose buffer, where capital regulation is concerned, so as to eliminate inadvertently regulation-induced reluctance on the part of financial institutions to assist in the cleanup of currently dysfunctional underwater mortgage markets.

B. Writing-Down Non-Mortgage Debt

Turning now to non-mortgage debt, there is at least one form about which at least something should probably be done, even if the problems that it occasions be dwarfed by the problems occasioned by mortgage debt. That is student debt, which as noted in Part III above is increasingly cited as a potentially significant problem ahead.

Because, as noted earlier, student debt probably represents approximately $1 trillion of the nation’s $25 trillion private debt overhang, proposals to trim it are not of the same macroeconomic urgency as are the foregoing proposals. It is nevertheless an important and still growing drag upon economic recovery, however, again as noted above, and of course a significant problem for those affected by it. Because the problem is macroeconomically smaller than that posed by mortgage debt, moreover, it should be less expensive to fix.

A number of promising proposals have been made over the past year or two that we believe merit serious consideration. This is partly because they appear to be narrowly tailored to the problem at hand, and partly because they are conditional and moral-hazard-minimizing.

One such proposal, associated with Senator Durbin of Illinois, is to restore bankruptcy-eligibility to privately held student debt, which accounts for about $86 billion, or 8.6%, of total student debt. This eligibility had been available prior to Congress’s 2005 legislation overhauling the nation’s consumer bankruptcy regime, and many in Congress appear now to regret the change. Because bankruptcy affects individuals’ longer term credit ratings, it does not seem to be an option to which people would resort blithely; hence moral hazard concerns should be muted. Moreover, by imposing additional conditions – e.g., that filers be able to document a history of, say, five years’ prior payment on their loans before filing, moral hazard concerns could be addressed yet further.
A more recent proposal that has received some attention in recent months is the Student Loan Forgiveness Act of 2012, HR 7140 (“Forgiveness Act”), proposed in the House of Representatives in March of last year. Introduced by Representative Hansen Clarke of Michigan, the Bill would forgive residual student debt owed after ten years’ payment of 10% of annual disposable income for qualifying debtors – what has come to be called the “10-10 plan.” The payment history requirement is obviously prompted, as ever, by moral hazard concerns.

While some worry that the plan’s not distinguishing between higher and lower tuition-financing loans will encourage profligate choices of school, this strikes us as possibly overblown in light of higher tuitions’ correlation to higher incomes, up to 10% of which per annum would have to be paid by qualifying debtors. If we are wrong about this, however, required payments could be indexed in part to tuitions directly rather than solely to post-graduation incomes.

Another aspect of the Forgiveness Act that we find promising is its broadening the eligibility criteria for pre-existing loan forgiveness programs that have not benefitted as many as was originally anticipated. Under the Public Service Loan Forgiveness Program, for example, graduates going into certain public service professions – e.g., as firefighters, teachers in underserved schools, doctors in underserved areas, etc. – can cancel their debts after 10 years’ such service. The Forgiveness Act would lower that requirement by half.

Finally, the Act would cap interest on undergraduate debt to 3.4%, and would allow any debtor on privately extended student loans whose debt payments exceeded her income to convert her private debt to Federal Direct Loan debt and then move into the “10-10” plan.

As noted above, we recognize that more study might well be in order before full endorsement of plans such as these will be apt. We do think, however, in view of (a) the importance of the relevant demographic here to future mortgage and consumer demand, (b) the faultlessness of most of the debtors for recently spiking tuition rates, (c) the relative ease with which moral hazard can be minimized, and finally (d) the relative inexpensiveness of the forms of mitigation proposed, these plans are very much worth taking seriously as bases on which to construct viable student loan forgiveness programs. That takes us on to our next and final subpart.

C. “Moral Hazard” and “Evaporating Liquidity”

Before closing this Part, it will be well to address in their own right two related concerns that we imagine might be raised in virtue of our proposals’ being debt forgiveness proposals – viz. “moral hazard” on the one hand, and associated “liquidity evaporation” on the other. Debates over the justice and efficiency of debt forgiveness are of course hardy perennials. Some say that “contracts are contracts,” others say some debts are “odious.” Some say that write-downs induce moral hazard and

reduce credit-availability, others observe that you cannot squeeze blood from turnips. We are not going to settle such time-honored questions once and for all here, any more than the Book of Leviticus or centuries of “law versus equity” have done. But three things that can be said bear special emphasis.

First, owing to asset-price bubbles’ status as collective action problems as described above in Part II.A, it is doubtful that many home-buyers, at least, during the bubble years had much choice where buying overvalued homes is concerned. That most homes were overvalued is what rendered the bubble a “bubble,” as was the fact, also emphasized above in II.A, that during asset price bubbles even a comparatively small number of speculative buyers can determine the prices that even non-speculative buyers must pay. We also noted, in the preceding subpart, that student debt loads seem similarly unattributable to profligacy or fault on the part of the borrowers. It therefore seems mistaken to blame homeowners or students as a class, or, accordingly, to cast write-downs as per se unfair or morally hazardous. \footnote{Note in addition that, insofar as the mistake made by many – borrowers, creditors, and regulators alike – during the bubble years was to think “home prices can only go up,” borrowers were probably the least well situated to see the falsity of that adage. If even lenders and regulators were able to believe such a thing – and to aver it publicly while cloaked in the mantle of expertise – it is hardly surprising that some borrowers would come to believe it as well.}

It also is easy to formulate eligibility criteria and craft debt-forgiveness plans like those described just above in ways that do not encourage “strategic” defaults going forward. \footnote{See Hockett, “It Takes a Village,” supra note 2; Hockett, “Paying Paul,” supra note 2; and Alpert, Hockett, & Roubini, supra note 1, for more on these matters.}

Second, for similar reasons there seems little need to fear long-term liquidity- or credit-contraction in response to debt-forgiveness programs like those offered here. Again as discussed in Part II.A, asset price bubbles inflate only when credit is overabundant. \textit{We want}, then, \textit{some} credit-caution in future, just not too much. And we want to get to that “sweet spot” as quickly as possible. \footnote{Idem. \textit{Note also that, insofar as our most recent bubble, like that of the 1920s, was a particularly traumatic and “once in a lifetime” affair, it seems a stretch to suppose that clearing the wreckage will issue immediately in a gratuitous resumption of that which ended in 2006.}

The best way to do this is first to clear out the overhang under which over eleven million American households still struggle, then, where real estate lending is concerned, to ensure that residential MBS PSAs going forward look more like commercial MBS PSAs always have looked – providing in advance for value-salvaging modifications on scales unanticipated before the most recent crisis, and thereby preempting future need of resort to such methods as those here proposed. \footnote{See Hockett, “Six Years On,” supra note 56, for more on the differences between RMBS and CMBS PSAs.}

New residential mortgage securitizations assembled since 2010 suggest that the latter change already is underway.

To clear out what earlier securitizations have wrought, though, requires a plan like that outlined above. Counterpart remarks hold of student debt in this sense: insofar as the tuition spikes and slow job growth that have brought on more student debt in recent years are themselves attributable to slump and accordingly to private debt overhang itself, there is reason to anticipate that we won’t see a re-inflating of student debt loads of not only student debt, but the far larger problem of mortgage debt, is dealt with along the lines proposed above.
Finally, the third point to make here is simply a reminder that write-downs are done on non-mortgage, non-student debt – in particular, corporate debt – all the time, presumably in recognition both of the fact that one cannot squeeze blood from turnips, and of the fact that workouts can be crafted in ways that minimize moral hazard and liquidity loss. We call it bankruptcy, and (a) afford it to firms precisely because it salvages value at minimal expense, while (b) we also afforded it for private student debt until 2005. The plans here proposed do the same. And as noted above, the value thus saved can be shared among all classes of stakeholder, since creditors too benefit by EV-raising write-downs of deeply underwater loans.

V. Conclusion: The Road Ahead

We have of course covered a good bit of ground here. But there is obviously much more to do. In effect, we have at best shown that it must be done, why it must be done, and a few hints on how it might be done. We see no way, short of measures of the kind sketched in Part IV, of avoiding permanent serial operation of the mechanism elaborated in Part II. And since each iteration seems destined to outdo its predecessor in the sequence, that means in turn that the bleak present picture laid out in Part III will be the best that we can expect till we act. Our hope is that we have both shown this and shown the way out.